iN2Car teaser
iN2Car is addressing the connected vehicle market. According to a study from STRATEGY& PWC in 2014,
the market of connected vehicles will grow between 2015-2020 from 31,87 billion € to 115,2 billion €
word wide. It is said, that this market will be driven primarily by safety considerations. This safety
segment alone is expected to grow from 12,18 billion € in 2015 to 47,37 billion € in 2020. Other more
recent investigations by other well-known consulting firms come up with similar figures and reach very
similar conclusions.
Suppose for a moment, that iN2Car manages to get 0,05% market share, this would mean 57 million €.
Connected products and services from iN2Car are designed for safety, mobility and comfort… In
addition, these products are indispensable prerequisites for autonomous driving and Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems ADAS. iN2Car products are compliant with the intra-vehicle communications
standard IEEE 802.11p or ETSI ITS-G5, standard that are accepted by all carmakers.
For the connected market to take off, 2 things are necessary: a) the equipment in the vehicle, the onboard unit (OBU) and, b) the roadside infrastructure units (RSU) – which are closely backed by the
telecoms infrastructures. The OBU in the car communicates with other vehicles as well as with the RSU.
iN2car will supply the OBU equipment with the related services. The competitive edge of the OBU from
iN2car: new, additional services can be added without having to change or modify the OBU hardware.
Other benefits have been patented and offer a clear (cost) advantage with regard to similar competitive
products.

1. Innovation N° 1, patented (no new infrastructure – but using UMTS)
The costly infrastructure “RSU Road Side Unit” slows down considerably the deployment and
availability of vehicle-to-vehicle / car-to-car communication. RSU infrastructure may be ‘patchy’
in the beginning or completely absent in some parts of the world.
iN2car took up the challenge - finding a technical solution to the idea of car-to-car
communication without having to rely on a costly road infrastructure (RSU).
A specific algorithm embedded in the OBU and the Cloud allows subdividing the flow of road
traffic into groups of vehicles that communicate with each other (GVC) via the 802.11p, ETSI G5.
This algorithm also automatically defines one of the vehicles of the GVC group as a ‘Virtual RSU
(“VRSU”) that acts like an infrastructure RSU.
If an RSU is within the communication range of GVC vehicles, then the VRSU is the RSU.
The specific innovation from iN2car: If no RSU infrastructure is available, the VRSU can
communicate via UMTS, thus using the available bandwidth efficiently (too many UMTS
communications may lead to congestion)
If two GVC groups are adjacent, then the algorithm defines in each group a relay vehicle that
establishes a communications gateway between groups (via the 802.11p, ETSI G5 standards).
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The whole system functions in real time.
This innovation can also be used for communication with the 5G standard. 5G will not cover all
geographical areas. Hence, one needs to virtually reconstitute Nano cells.

2. Innovation N° 2, patented (a new iN2car antenna)
The 802.11p, ETSI G5 standards should allow for a communication distance of
1 km. However, in practice – and the need for the use of omnidirectional antennas and the
limited communication power that is required - the real communication distance is closer to
400-500m.
In order to reach 1 km communication distance efficiently (within the car-to-car communication
context) iN2car has invented the following technical solution:
A new system composed by two sectorial antennas AE and AR, using 24 sectors of 15° opening,
see scheme below. Each sector can be activated individually, independent from the other
sectors.

Sectorial antenna
When the antenna is in emission mode, all AE sectors are active. All AR sectors are not active. As
with any other existing system, the same power is being used and the antenna is also
omnidirectional.
In the reception mode, the signals of both antennas are being added. Their sectors are active or
not active, depending if one drives through an urban, semi-urban or highway environment. The
size of the activated AR sectors and the size of the deactivated AE sectors are always such that a
signal can be received from all directions.
However, when moving from an urban to a semi-urban environment and finally onto the
highway, the opening of the AR antenna becomes progressively focused and oriented. AR
antenna become more directive (see figure) and its range of communication increases to more
than 1 km.
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Urban

Semi-urban

Highway
Some would describe this iN2car antenna as a new variation of the MIMO-type.
However, this iN2car antenna does not need a phase shifter. This cost effective iN2car antenna
can also be used for communication with the 5G standard.

3. Innovation N° 3, patented (quality of communication)
The service quality of the car-to-car communication diminishes when road traffic is dense
and/or when a bus or a truck is in close proximity. (Bus and truck sizes can produce reflected
waves with the power may saturated or degraded reception).
Currently, the solution to this kind of problem is linked to a lower communication power, which
in turn reduces the communication distance. Hence this is not satisfactory.
The iN2Car solution
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High traffic: sub-dividing a group of vehicles into smaller sub-groups. Hence, the number of cars
/ vehicles communicating with each other diminishes and a good communication service can be
guaranteed. The communication sub-groups will establish via relay vehicles
Buss or Truck: some of the sectors of the iN2car antenna system are being dis-activated.

4. Innovation N° 4, patented (cost-effective integration of pedestrians)
Pedestrian, cyclist, 2-wheel-drivers, etc. are the most vulnerable road users. Today, integrating
these users into the car-to-car communication scheme is technically feasibly – but costly
regarding the equipment that is necessary.
The iN2car solution:
Using smartphones, a device that is widely in use and can communicate via the WIFI Direct
standard. This standard (integrated into the OBU in the car, as an API WIFI Direct) allows data
communication (SSID) that is sufficiently efficient to give clear information (e.g.) about the exact
location of a pedestrian, cyclist, etc. to the cars that are in the neighbourhood (communication
distance: about 150m)
This application is running in the background on a smartphone and does not interfere with other
applications.

5. Innovation N° 5, in the course of evaluation, not yet patented (Precision
of the GPS positioning)
Currently, the GPS data are not precise enough for some of the new ‘driver assistance
applications’. E.g. making cars travel on a high-way in a row (like a train) is not really satisfactory
with today’s GPS data, too many safety risks are involved.
iN2car is working on the following solution: Using the Zigbee technology in order to measure the
distances between cars more precisely which will allow a more precise tracking of “the train”.
iN2car has integrated the API Zigbee into the OBU of the vehicle.

6. Innovation N° 6, in the course of evaluation, not yet patented (Precision
of tracking via UWB radio / radar)
In order to increase the precision of the tracking even further, iN2car is working on technologies
based on UWB. iN2Car uses devices that can either function using a radio signal mode (in a
cooperative manner) and radar systems. First experiments are very encouraging; tracking
precision is below 10 cm.
All these innovations permit to create a “virtual safety shield” around all road users. This is not only
useful but also essential for Automatic Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and autonomous vehicles.
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iN2Car is also very interested in the new 5G communication standard. The short latency time in
combination with broadband data transfer makes this standard a very good candidate for inter-vehiclecommunication. In this context, the innovations from iN2Car are also very useful.
The security services in relation to the inter-vehicle communication standards IEEE 802.11p or ETSI ITSG5 are clearly cooperative by nature. Users (drivers) will only perceive the benefits of such a cooperative
networks if the number of users (drivers paying a monthly subscription) is sufficiently large. The
business model of iN2Car is based on this fact. In order to attract large numbers of users/drivers quickly,
iN2Car would like to offer these network services for free during the first 3 years, that is to say, these
services are “packaged” with other payable services such as e-Call (compulsory and payable) and/or
remote diagnosis (payable service). The e-Call will be mandatory within the EU in 2018. The objective of
the iN2Car model is: a) to generate revenue right from the start and b) to reach a critical number of
users quickly (within 3 years) in order to start offering subscriptions for security services.
A large community of users / drivers will obviously form a social network – allowing the convergence of
all connected services. Such a network will be a powerful marketing and monitoring instruments. Other
services (not necessarily linked to safety) can be offered., (e-Call and remote diagnosis - already
mentioned) but also: Pay-as-you-Drive, Eco-driving, car sharing, rental services, geo-tracking, delivery to
your car (boot), parking space, marketing, advertising, …
iN2Car devices are designed for the After-market as well as for series (tir-1) OEM delivery to car makers.
These devices can be mounted onto any type of vehicle, 2-wheel vehicles, cars, busses and trucks).
iN2Car devices can be sold either B2C or in a B2B way.
Putting it very briefly, iN2Car plans to optimize its devices for mass-production during the first year and
start selling in the second year. Offering only the e-Call (compulsory in 2018) and/or remote diagnosis
services and taking rather conservative sales figures as a basis, iN2Car is confident that the selling prices
of its services will be close to those of aps on smartphones.
In order to launch its business, iN2Car would need 1,5 million € in the first year and 2 million in the
second year. iN2Car is confident that its products/services and its business will yield a good return.
Starting with the 3rd year, a net return on investment of 50% will be feasible, knowing that competitors
have announced that their return on investment lies between 11 – 15%. Hence, with the 3rd year, a very
positive large return on investment is to be expected.
iN2Car is prepared to sell 15% of its share for the 1,5 million € in the first year and an additional 10% for
the 2 million € in the second year.

© M. Attia, CEO of iN2car
mondher.attia@in2car.com
+33 6 88 21 37 23
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